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PREFACE

With the end of the Cold War, there has been a growing realization
that the United States and the international community face a number of transnational challenges that do not emanate directly from the
policies of individual states. In turn, these challenges cannot be
countered solely by the actions of a state, yet they threaten the most
basic element of state security, the individual. One important
emerging transnational threat in this regard is the spread of infectious disease. This menace has garnered growing attention and
resources from the U.S. government since the attacks of September
11, 2001, and the subsequent anthrax attacks.
This report undertakes to examine the changing nature of security
and focuses on the threat of infectious disease. It examines two case
studies: HIV/AIDS in South Africa as an example of the pervasive
and insidious threat disease can pose to a state’s stability and security and the threat of infectious disease in the United States to
examine the factors in the increasing threat, America’s capacity to
respond, and policies, institutions, and procedures that can be
developed to mitigate the threat.
This report will be of interest to U.S. and international policymakers
inside and outside government and at all levels who are developing
strategies to cope with the increasing threat posed by pathogens. It
should also be of interest to those individuals developing strategies
to cope with the emerging security environment.
This study was conducted by RAND Science and Technology as part
of RAND’s continuing program of self-sponsored research. We
acknowledge the support for such research provided by the inde-
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pendent research and development provisions of RAND’s contracts
for the operation of its Department of Defense federally funded
research and development centers. These include Project AIR
FORCE (sponsored by the U.S. Air Force), the Arroyo Center
(sponsored by the U.S. Army), and the National Defense Research
Institute (sponsored by the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the
Joint Staff, the unified commands, and the defense agencies).
Questions about the report should be addressed to Jennifer Brower
(brower@rand.org) or Peter Chalk (chalk@rand.org) at RAND, 1200
South Hayes Street, Arlington, Virginia, 22202.
RAND is a nonprofit institution that helps improve policy and
decisionmaking through research and analysis. RAND Science and
Technology (S&T), one of RAND's research units, assists government
and corporate decisionmakers in developing options to address
challenges created by scientific innovation, rapid technological
change, and world events. RAND S&T's research agenda is diverse.
Its main areas of concentration are science and technology aspects of
energy supply and use; environmental studies; transportation
planning; space and aerospace issues; information infrastructure;
biotechnology; and the federal R&D portfolio.
Inquiries regarding RAND Science and Technology may be directed
to:
Steve Rattien
Director, RAND Science and Technology
RAND
1200 South Hayes Street
Arlington, VA 22202-5050
703-413-1100 x5219
www.rand.org/scitech
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SUMMARY

Today, the United States and most of the world face little danger
from direct military assault from an opposing state. This threat has
been supplanted with concerns about “gray area” challenges that
face the global community. Emerging security threats such as terrorism, drug trafficking, and environmental degradation differ significantly from traditional statecentric paradigms both in their causes
and the policies designed to ameliorate them.
The increasing transnational threat of infectious disease deserves
special attention within this context of the evolving definition of
security in the post–Cold War era. Statecentric models of security are
ineffective at coping with issues, such as the spread of diseases that
originate within sovereign borders, but have effects that are felt
regionally and globally. Human security reflects the new challenges
facing society in the 21st century. In this model, the primary object
of security is the individual, not the state. As a result, an individual’s
security depends not only on the integrity of the state but also on the
quality of that individual’s life.
Infectious disease clearly represents a threat to human security in
that it has the potential to affect both the person and his or her ability to pursue life, liberty, and happiness. In addition to threatening
the health of an individual, the spread of disease can weaken public
confidence in government’s ability to respond, have an adverse economic impact, undermine a state’s social order, catalyze regional
instability, and pose a strategic threat through bioterrorism and/or
biowarfare.
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While infectious diseases are widely discussed, few treatises have
addressed the security implications of emerging and reemerging illnesses. This report provides a more comprehensive analysis than
has been done to date, encompassing both disease and security. It
comes at a critical juncture, as the magnitude and nature of the
threat is growing because of the emergence of new illnesses such as
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), Ebola, and hepatitis
C; the increasing inability of modern medicine to respond to resistant and emerging pathogens; and the growing threat of bioterrorism
and biowarfare. In addition, human actions amplify these trends by
putting us in ever-greater contact with deadly microbes. Globalization, modern medical practices, urbanization, climatic change, and
changing social and behavioral patterns all serve to increase the
chance that individuals will come in contact with diseases, which
they may not be able to survive.
The AIDS crisis in South Africa provides a disturbing example of how
a pathogen can affect security at all levels, from individual to regional
and even to global. Approximately one-quarter of the adult population in South Africa is Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) positive, with the disproportionate burden of illness traditionally falling
on the most economically and personally productive segment of
society. The true impact of the AIDS epidemic is yet to be felt.
Deaths from full-blown AIDS are not projected to peak until the
period between 2009 and 2012, and the number of HIV infections is
still increasing.
The disease is responsible for undermining social and economic
stability, weakening military preparedness, contributing to increases
in crime and the lack of a capability to respond to it, and weakening
regional stability. Specific effects include creating more than two
million orphans, removing about US$22 billion from South Africa’s
economy, and limiting South Africa’s ability to participate in international peacekeeping missions.
Many causes played a role in the development of the crisis, including
promiscuous heterosexual sex, the low status of women, prostitution, sexual abuse and violence, a popular attitude that dismisses
risk, as well as the failure to acknowledge the magnitude of the
problem in the early and middle stages of the epidemic. The South
African government has made a relatively small effort to curb the
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epidemic, in part due to President Thabo Mbeki’s public questioning
of the link between HIV and AIDS, and this has had devastating
results. This example serves as a lesson to other countries; if unaddressed, infectious disease can negatively and overwhelmingly affect
a state’s functions and security.
Currently the United States is managing the infectious disease threat;
however, there are many indications that, if left unchecked,
pathogens could present a serious threat to the smooth functioning
of the country. Many of the global factors that serve to increase the
threat from pathogenic microbes are particularly relevant for the
United States. These include globalization, modern medical practices, urbanization, global climatic change, and changing social and
behavioral patterns. Deaths from infectious illnesses average
approximately 170,000 per year, but the scope of the situation is
much larger when stigmatization, productivity losses, and other psychological and economic costs are taken into account. In addition,
the ability of pathogens to mutate and to spread into previously
unknown habitats means that the toll could increase significantly. In
the second half of the 20th century almost 30 new human diseases
were identified, and antibiotic and drug resistance grew at an
alarming rate. This trend applies equally to animal diseases. As citizens continue to travel, import food and goods globally, engage in
promiscuous sex, use illegal intravenous drugs, encroach on new
habitats, and utilize donated blood, their chances of coming in contact with new or more virulent organisms increases. The added
threat of bioterrorism intensifies the risk of encountering a lifethreatening microbe.
As Americans’ exposure to emerging and reemerging pathogens has
grown, the country’s ability to respond to infectious disease has
diminished in many areas. In 1992, the Institute of Medicine recognized this and challenged the nation to respond. Until the terrorist
strikes of September 11, 2001, and the subsequent anthrax attacks,
the U.S. government at the federal, state, and local levels had largely
failed to respond. In 2002, the public health and medical infrastructure across the United States remains variable and in many
cases inadequate to deal with naturally occurring or man-made outbreaks of infectious disease. This infrastructure is highly diverse and
includes hospitals, clinics, public health laboratories, pharmaceutical companies, veterinarians, universities, and research groups
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working to reduce the harmful impacts of microorganisms.
Resources and responsibilities for responding to disease outbreaks
lie mainly with the state, and the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) acts as the lead federal entity. Potential responses
to an outbreak include education and information campaigns, vaccination, vector control, food recall, isolation, and quarantine. First an
outbreak must be recognized, however, and clinicians and public
health laboratories play a critical role in this endeavor. Because of
the global nature of the issue, the United States must also act internationally to prevent and respond to disease.
As a result of the low priority given to public health over the past 30
years—in part because of the belief that technological advances
would solve the challenges posed by microbes—healthcare workers
lack the education and training needed to recognize and treat
emerging and reemerging illnesses. Technologies at public health
departments and laboratories have not kept pace with other developments; vaccine research, development, and manufacturing has
been reduced and concentrated in a few companies; and personnel
shortages have been induced in nursing, epidemiology, and other
public health and medical areas. In addition, there is a general lack
of coordination and communication among the myriad federal,
state, and local officials involved in fighting the disease threat and
those in the private sector.
Certainly the terrorist attacks have focused attention on the need for
a strong public health infrastructure, and policymakers have begun
to make funds available to address some of the fundamental shortcomings inherent in the system. However, this investment must be
sustained, and there is considerable work to do in enhancing overall
policy coordination, management, and development.
The federal government should consider playing a more concerted
role in providing resources and instituting unified standards for the
common defense against the microbial threat, while giving state and
local authorities the flexibility to implement programs in a manner
that will best meet local needs. Increased federal investment is critical to endeavors at all levels of government and in the private sector;
it could provide the basis from which to develop a functional, coherent national policy for combating infectious disease.
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In light of this, there are several specific actions that could be initiated to address the shortcomings identified in this study:
•

Coordination between public health authorities at all levels of
government needs to be substantially enhanced and developed
in conjunction with the development of mechanisms that allow
for greater interaction across state borders and local boundaries.

•

The private sector must be integrated into overall public health
efforts, particularly in relation to the research, development, and
manufacture of vaccines and antibiotics and the development of
microbial surveillance technology.

•

A large-scale education and information campaign should be
undertaken, explaining the need for regular vaccination and
highlighting the importance of disease prevention through such
practices as protected sex, the responsible administration of
antibiotics, and “clean” needle exchanges for drug users.

•

Efforts should be made to augment the supply of healthcare
workers currently available in the country.

•

Hospitals and emergency health facilities need to develop
appropriate emergency plans to respond to new diseases and
large patient influxes, such as those that might occur in the
aftermath of a bioterrorist attack or the introduction of a serious
infectious illness such as Ebola through airplane travel. Medical
receiving facilities should have the means to provide surge
capacity in hospital beds and other vital functional areas and
have in place auxiliary communication systems and power networks.

•

More resources need to be invested in foreign governments to
help them increase the effectiveness of their internal disease prevention efforts. Useful initiatives that could be undertaken
include
— mutual aid agreements for the sharing of biological intelligence, research, diagnostics, personnel, vaccines, antibiotics,
medical devices, and treatment/prevention techniques;
— help with the creation of dedicated regional health surveillance networks;
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— assistance to promote sustainable urban development and
regeneration schemes; and
— focused response efforts to contend with specific diseasepromoting catalysts, such as unprotected sex and the spread
of AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) in
southern Africa.
Beyond these six health-oriented initiatives, the United States also
needs to revisit how it defines security and formulates mechanisms
for its provision. Institutional structures that have traditionally
focused on narrow statecentric concerns will have to be expanded
and developed to accommodate challenges that threaten broader
societal interests. Increased cooperation among agencies and
departments that have historically had little to do with one another—
including defense, justice, intelligence, public health, agriculture,
and environment—will also be required, as will new executive functions to coordinate such multidimensional policy responses.
One specific area calling for drastic change is the field of national
intelligence. The Intelligence Community as a whole will have to
become familiar with new operational contexts that require different
analytical techniques, skills, mandates, and information-handling
methods. Threat assessments and forecasts will need to be grounded
on scientifically formulated models that integrate the work of the
medical research sector on new and reemerging diseases. Just as
important, security analysts will need to work with public health
officials and devote greater attention to the epidemiological literature to track new threats. Overseas monitoring activities will also
need to encompass a somewhat wider ambit, focusing on such
things as the effectiveness of national medical screening systems;
prevailing geopolitical, social, economic, and environmental conditions that affect disease incidence; and state compliance with international health conventions and agreements. Indeed, countries that
do not pose an obvious military security danger may be the ones
most likely to pose a disease risk owing to poorly developed and
underfunded public health systems. Such possibilities will need to
be recognized and factored into strategic threat analyses.
Given the influence that the United States retains in such major
military/security-focused organizations as the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO), Washington could, finally, play a leading role
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in adapting these institutions to take on a more specific public and
global health role. In developing such mandates, the United States
could usefully capitalize on the nascent multitask framework that
has already been established to perform collective political, military,
and humanitarian missions around the world.
Measures such as these will require active political input and sustained financial commitment. Reform along the lines suggested
above will require federal resources as well as a better understanding
of public health issues and how they affect national and global
resilience and stability. Considerable policy attention and resources
are flowing to build defenses against the relatively unlikely scenario
of a large-scale bioterrorist attack. Responses to more commonly
occurring and currently more taxing natural outbreaks remain relatively overlooked and underfunded. Serious assessments of the
threat posed by infectious diseases suggest that this imbalance needs
to be addressed, as a matter of both fiscal responsibility and judicious public policy.
The nature of security has changed in the post–Cold War era. It now
bears little, if any, similarity to the relatively stable bipolar division of
East-West power that defined international politics for most of the
20th century. There is no large and obvious equivalent of the Soviet
Union against which to balance the United States, the world’s sole
remaining superpower. Indeed, few of today’s dangers have the
character of direct military aggression emanating from a clearly
defined sovereign source. Instead, security, conflict, and the definition of general threat have become more diffuse and opaque, lacking
the simple dichotomies of the Cold War era.
A common thread running through many of the “gray area” influences facing the global community is their transnational and amorphous character. Threats cross international borders but generally
cannot be linked directly to the foreign policies or behavior of other
states; in addition, they involve patterns, processes, and effects that
typically manifest themselves in an ambiguous and highly unpredictable manner. The perceived need for rapid policy responses,
therefore, is often “concealed” by and subordinated to prerogatives
that are more concrete and more easily discerned in a political sense.
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The transnational spread of disease represents one issue that warrants especially close attention within this evolving context.
Although not new—viruses and bacteria are as old as human life
itself—the nature and magnitude of the threat posed by infectious
pathogens are greater today than they have ever been in the past,
developments in modern science notwithstanding. Not only have
deadly and previously unimagined illnesses, such as AIDS, Ebola,
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, and Legionnaires’ disease, emerged in
recent years, but established diseases that just a few decades were
thought to have been tamed are also returning, many in virulent,
drug-resistant varieties.
Statecentric paradigms are clearly unable to deal with issues such as
the spread of diseases that originate within national borders but
transcend international boundaries and affect the security of people
worldwide. This report represents an effort to provide a more comprehensive, holistic definition of security by focusing on the multidimensional nature of the threat posed by infectious disease. The
study specifically recognizes that this particular gray area issue is one
that cannot be territorially bounded and, therefore, needs to be
understood and addressed in a larger global context.
In Chapter Two, we explain an evolving conception of security—
human security—and make clear that disease affects societal, political, and economic stability at many levels. We argue that security is
not solely a reflection of an individual as part of a secure state, but is
a condition that necessarily encompasses wider components such as
quality of life.
Chapter Three examines the increasing threat of infectious disease,
focusing on “artificial” disease force-multipliers, which serve to
greatly exacerbate the incidence and spread of infectious microbes.
Each of these factors and its interaction with the spread of disease
are discussed.
Chapter Four examines the current HIV/AIDS crisis in South Africa
as an extreme example of the all-embracing threat posed by infectious disease. We assess the impact of HIV/AIDS on the country’s
internal human and wider geostrategic stability and follow this with
an examination of Pretoria’s response to the epidemic. We also con-
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sider the relevance of the South African case, both regionally and in
relation to the wider international system.
In Chapters Five and Six, our discussion turns to threat and preparedness in the United States. While the average American is free of
fear from death by infection, microorganisms still pose a significant
and increasing threat to the country. Many of the factors discussed
in Chapter Three regarding the general increased microbial threat
apply to the United States, and Chapter Five analyzes the various factors influencing the reemergence of disease in detail.
Chapter Six considers America’s overall response capability to
microbial agents. It first examines the critical components of U.S.
disease prevention and mitigation efforts and then assesses the significance of the main gaps that are currently serving to undermine
the effectiveness of the country’s overall public health system.
Finally, Chapter Seven outlines our recommendations for mitigating
the threat of disease both in America and abroad. We discuss several
specific and direct measures that could be instituted to provide more
unified and consistent standards of microbial protection across the
country. In addition, we look at institutional reform in the security
field and consider how structures that have traditionally focused on
narrow, statecentric concerns can be expanded to accommodate
challenges that threaten broader societal interests.
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